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Lavender Fields   

Easel Card - Part 2  

 

 

Build your colours and leave white 

spaces where you want to place lighter 

colours 

If you want to do that after you have 

coloured your image then take a wet 

paint brush and apply some water to 

the image and then blot with a piece of 

tissue to lift the colour off . 

Use the coloured images from the 

stamp sheet index to refer to when 

building the colours on your image. 

Once you have finished your piece allow 

to dry or heat set it with your heat gun 

 

 

 

Apply Cosmic Shimmer glue to the front 

top edge flap. Be sure not to add glue to 

the section behind that as that edge forms 

the easel part to the card. 

Place the mounted image onto the glued 

area and allow to dry. 

Cut the bottles out and apply a small 

piece of ribbon to embellish largest 

perfume bottle. 

Stamp onto card and emboss the 2 sizes 

of perfume bottles using the Silver Shine 

embossing powder. 

Colour and highlight the bottles with 

tones of pinks and purples.  

Using foam pads or dimensional glue apply 

the bottles onto the base of the card to 

use them as stoppers for the easel card to 

rest on   

A side view of the easel card. The 

design will lay flat when not in the 

easel position.  

 

Layer the painted image onto the lilac 

card and then the green card either 

using your Cosmic Shimmer glue or 

foam pads for extra dimension.  

Using your cut`n`dry foam distress the 

edge of the card around the sky area with 

the weathered wood ink and the edges 

around the fields with the shabby 

shutters to finish your picture off. 

Cut and emboss another green piece of 

card using the second size down die. 

Secure a ribbon around the back and 

finish at the front with a bow. Attach this 

piece to the inside base of the easel card. 

Shopping List:                                                              
Unmounted Lavender A5 Stamp Plate, Cosmic Shimmer glue. White Thick 

Cardstock 220gsm.Green & Lilac Shimmer Card 280gsm. Nestibilites Curved 

Rectangle dies, Low Tack Tape, Non-Stick Craft Sheet, Weathered Wood, 

Milled Lavender & Shabby  Shutters  Distress Ink Pad & Cut `n` Dry Foam  

Ribbon, Perfect Medium Ink Pad. Heat Gun. Cosmic Shimmer Watercolours – 

Holly Leaf, Midnight blue, Yellow Sun, Marine Aqua, Frosted Mallow, Purple 

Violet & Autumn Twist. Score Board. Magnetic Mat                                                                    

Silver Shine Metallic – Arctic Black Embossing Powder  

 

 

Apply the `relax` sentiment to 

your design to complete your 

project. 


